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with the core audio api, it is possible to mix, record, and process audio data in your applications,
which is why core audio interfaces can be found in almost every product that includes a sound card.

with core audio, it's possible to create audio interfaces and application programming interfaces
(apis) that allow software to interact directly with your computer's audio hardware. core audio can

be used to transfer audio data between your applications and other audio-related components, such
as midi and midi ports. other core audio functions, such as creating music synthesizers and defining

multitrack audio, are discussed in more detail later in this article. although a traditionalnon-computer-
basedrecording studio can serve as a conceptual framework for approaching core audio. such a

studio may have a few real instruments and effect units feeding a mixing desk, as shown in figure
1-5. the mixer can route its output to studio monitors and a recording device (shown here, in a rather
retro fashion, as a tape recorder). data sheet celsius w370 e80+ your gateway to workstation power

celsius w370 e80+ the celsius w series is the versatile all-round workstation for price-conscious
users. offering entry workstation performance, the celsius w370 is your choice for business

segments, such as cad, digital content creation and finance. the isv certification process enables
workstation users to run their preferred applications with maximum system stability. good

performance higher productivity. state-of-the art processors, graphic cards and hard disk drives
ergonomics quiet system for a pleasant working environment optimized thermal management, low-

noise chassis and silent fans flexibility suitable for all application areas excellent flexibility for all
tasks leading workstation application certification maximum compatibility and performance with

customer-preferred applications full support for isv applications and easy integration into existing it
environments built to order free configurability for all product lines customer is given a system

optimized for his requirements 4 core performance issue: november 2009 professional graphics isv
certification multi display support information display 24/7 operating mode quiet running twinload
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dell's legacy laptops are designed to have a long useful life with high reliability and a minimum
number of moving parts, making them tough enough for all but the most demanding environments.

both models offer 1-year standard hardware warranty with standard professional service and a
minimum of two standard laptop extended service contracts. additional features include: clear view

lcd display with windows 8 premium sound system as a result of these benchmark comparisons,
gateway positions the inspiron 545s-1476n as a value-add to its slimline chassis lineup; and the
pavilion slimline s5220y fits right in with its even slimmer counterparts. both systems ship with

windows 8, the first generation of windows to default to the touchscreen layout. as with the other
slimline systems on this best buy list, the gateway and dell inspiron 545s-1476n both use the 25mm-
thick, 0.8-inch-deep edge-to-edge glass touchscreen, which in turn means the system contributes to
the footprint of the overall portableshowdown the gateway narrows down its selection to two laptops
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with similar prices -- the gateway gt750 (3.2ghz core i5-4300u processor, 8gb of memory, and a
256gb hard drive) and the gateway gt755 (2.5ghz core i3-3217u processor, 4gb of memory, and a
128gb hard drive). the gt750 isn't quite as slim as the dell or the gateway, but it's still less than a

half-inch thick and weighs a feather-light 4.7 pounds. it's also somewhat cheaper than the dell
inspiron -- from $840 to $1,200 -- though you'll find the dell has a better screen and a faster

processor, too. 5ec8ef588b
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